
Sr No QUESTION A B C D

1 If 16Pr-1 : 15Pr-1 = 16 : 7 then find r. 10 12 7 8

2

In a colony, there are 55 members. Every member posts a greeting card to all the members. How 

many greeting cards were posted by them?
990 890 2970 1980

3

 Find the number of ways of arranging the letters of the words DANGER, so that no vowel 

occupies odd place.
36 48 144  96

4

Find the sum of all four digit numbers that can be formed by the digits 1, 3, 5, 7, 9 without 

repetition.
666700 666600 678860  665500

5 If nPr = 3024 and nCr = 126 then find n and r. 9, 4 10, 3 12, 4 11, 4

6 Find the number of rectangles and squares in an 8 by 8 chess board respectively. 296, 204 1092, 204 204, 1092 204, 1296

7 There are 20 points in a plane, how many triangles can be formed by these points if 5 are colinear?
 1130 550 1129  1140

8  In how many ways can we select 6 people out of 10, of which a particular person is not included?
10C3 9C5 9C6 9C4

9 Which of the following statements for a simple graph is correct? Every path is a trail  Every trail is a pathEvery trail is a path as well as every path is a trailPath and trail have no relation

10  What is the number of edges present in a complete graph having n vertices? (n*(n+1))/2  (n*(n-1))/2 n Information given is insufficient

11 A connected planar graph having 6 vertices, 7 edges contains _____________ regions. 15  3 1 11

12

If a simple graph G, contains n vertices and m edges, the number of edges in the Graph 

G'(Complement of G) is ___________
(n*n-n-2*m)/2  (n*n+n+2*m)/2 (n*n-n-2*m)/2 (n*n-n+2*m)/2

13 Which of the following properties does a simple graph not hold? Must be connected Must be unweightedMust have no loops or multiple edgesMust have no multiple edges

14 What is the maximum number of edges in a bipartite graph having 10 vertices? 24 21 25 16

15 Which of the following is true?

A graph may contain 

no edges and many 

vertices

A graph may 

contain many edges 

and no vertices

A graph may contain no 

edges and no vertices

A graph may contain no vertices 

and many edges

16

For a given graph G having v vertices and e edges which is connected and has no cycles, which of 

the following statements is true? v=e v = e+1 v + 1 = e v = e-1

17

For which of the following combinations of the degrees of vertices would the connected graph be 

eulerian? 1,2,3 2,3,4 2,4,5  1,3,5

18 A graph with all vertices having equal degree is known as a __________ Multi Graph Regular Graph Simple Graph Complete Graph

19 Which of the following ways can be used to represent a graph? Adjacency List and Adjacency MatrixIncidence Matrix Adjacency List, Adjacency Matrix as well as Incidence MatrixNo way to represent

20 The number of elements in the adjacency matrix of a graph having 7 vertices is __________ 7 14 36 49

21

The time complexity to calculate the number of edges in a graph whose information in stored in 

form of an adjacency matrix is ____________ O(V) O(E2) O(E) O(V2)

22

For the adjacency matrix of a directed graph the row sum is the _________ degree and the column 

sum is the ________ degree  in, out out, in  in, total  total, out

23

What is the maximum number of possible non zero values in an adjacency matrix of a simple 

graph with n vertices? (n*(n-1))/2  (n*(n+1))/2 n*(n-1) n*(n+1)

24

On which of the following statements does the time complexity of checking if an edge exists 

between two particular vertices is not, depends?

Depends on the 

number of edges

Depends on the 

number of vertices

Is independent of both the 

number of edges and 

vertices

It depends on both the number of 

edges and vertices

25 In the given connected graph G, what is the value of rad(G) and diam(G)? 2, 3 3, 2 2, 2 3, 3

26

Given an adjacency matrix A = [ [0, 1, 1], [1, 0, 1], [1, 1, 0] ], The total no. of ways in which 

every vertex can walk to itself using 2 edges is ________ 2 4 6 8

27 If A[x+3][y+5] represents an adjacency matrix, which of these could be the value of x and y.  x=5, y=3 x=3, y=5 x=3, y=3  x=5, y=5
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28 The column sum in an incidence matrix for a simple graph is __________

depends on number of 

edges

always greater than 

2 equal to 2 equal to the number of edges

29 What are the dimensions of an incidence matrix?

Number of 

edges*number of 

edges

Number of 

edges*number of 

vertices

 Number of 

vertices*number of 

vertices

Number of edges * (1⁄2 * number 

of vertices)

30 The column sum in an incidence matrix for a directed graph having no self loop is __________ 0 1 2  equal to the number of edges

31 Time complexity to check if an edge exists between two vertices would be ___________ O(V*V) O(V+E) O(1) O(E)

32 A Graph Structured Stack is a _____________ Undirected Graph  Directed Graph rected Acyclic Graph Regular Graph

33

If a Graph Structured Stack contains {1,2,3,4} {1,5,3,4} {1,6,7,4} and {8,9,7,4}, what would be 

the source and sink vertices of the DAC? Source – 1, 8 Sink – 7,4Source – 1 Sink – 8,4 Source – 1, 8 Sink – 4 Source – 4, Sink – 1,8

34 Graph Structured Stack finds its application in _____________ Bogo Sort Tomita’s Algorithm Todd–Coxeter algorithm Heap Sort

35

Space complexity for an adjacency list of an undirected graph having large values of V (vertices) 

and E (edges) is ___________ O(E) O(V*V) O(E+V) O(V)

36 Time complexity to find if there is an edge between 2 particular vertices is _________ O(V)  O(E) O(1) O(V+E)

37

Space complexity for an adjacency list of an undirected graph having large values of V (vertices) 

and E (edges) is __________ O(V) O(E*E) O(E) O(E+V)

38  In which case adjacency list is preferred in front of an adjacency matrix? Dense graph Sparse graph Adjacency list is always preferredComplete graph

39

What would be the time complexity of the BFS traversal of a graph with n vertices and 

n1.25 edges? O(n) O(n1.25) O(n2.25) O(n*n)

40

The number of possible undirected graphs which may have self loops but no multiple edges and 

have n vertices is ________  2((n*(n-1))/2) 2((n*(n+1))/2) 2((n-1)*(n-1))/2) 2((n*n)/2)

41 Number of vertices with odd degrees in a graph having a eulerian walk is ________ 0 Can’t be predicted  2 either 0 or 2

42 What is the number of vertices of degree 2 in a path graph having n vertices,here n>2. n-2 n  2 0

43

What would the time complexity to check if an undirected graph with V vertices and E edges is 

Bipartite or not given its adjacency matrix?  O(E*E) O(V*V) O(E) O(V)

44 A graph having an edge from each vertex to every other vertex is called a ___________ Tightly Connected Strongly Connected Weakly Connected Loosely Connected

45 What is the number of unlabeled simple directed graph that can be made with 1 or 2 vertices? 2 4 5 9

46

Floyd Warshall Algorithm used to solve the shortest path problem has a time complexity of 

__________ O(V*V) O(V*V*V) O(E*V) O(E*E)

47

Assuming value of every weight to be greater than 10, in which of the following cases the shortest 

path of a directed weighted graph from 2 vertices u and v will never change? add all values by 10

subtract 10 from all 

the values multiply all values by 10

in both the cases of multiplying 

and adding by 10

48

What is the maximum number of edges present in a simple directed graph with 7 vertices if there 

exists no cycles in the graph? 21 7 6 49

49 The topological sorting of any DAG can be done in ________ time. cubic quadratic  linear logarithmic

50 With V(greater than 1) vertices, how many edges at most can a Directed Acyclic Graph possess? (V*(V-1))/2 (V*(V+1))/2 (V+1)C2 (V-1)C2

51 The topological sorting of any DAG can be done in ________ time. cubic quadratic  linear logarithmic

52  If there are more than 1 topological sorting of a DAG is possible, which of the following is true.

 Many Hamiltonian 

paths are possible

No Hamiltonian 

path is possible

Exactly 1 Hamiltonian 

path is possible

Given information is insufficient 

to comment anything

53 Which of the given statement is true?

All the Cyclic Directed 

Graphs have 

topological sortings

All the Acyclic 

Directed Graphs 

have topological 

sortings

All Directed Graphs have 

topological sortings

All the cyclic directed graphs 

hace non topological sortings

54

What is the value of the sum of the minimum in-degree and maximum out-degree of an Directed 

Acyclic Graph? Depends on a Graph Will always be zero Will always be greater than zeroMay be zero or greater than zero

55 In which of the following does a Directed Acyclic Word Graph finds its application in? String Matching Number Sorting Manipulations on numbers  Pattern Printing

56 In which of the following case does a Propositional Directed Acyclic Graph is used for? Representation of Boolean Functions String Matching Searching Sorting of number



57 Which of the following statement is true.

There exists a Simple 

Graph having 10 

vertices such that 

minimum degree of the 

graph is 0 and 

maximum degree is 9

There exists a 

MultiGraph having 

10 vertices such that 

minimum degree of 

the graph is 0 and 

maximum degree is 

9

There exists a MultiGraph 

as well as a Simple Graph 

having 10 vertices such 

that minimum degree of 

the graph is 0 and 

maximum degree is 9

All the Cyclic Directed Graphs 

have topological sortings

58 Possible number of labelled simple Directed, Pseudo and Multigarphs exist having 2 vertices? 3, Infinite, 4 4, 3, Infinite 4, Infinite, infinite 4, Infinite, Infinite

59 Calculate the value of 8C5.  79 43 120 56

60 In how many ways can you select 9 cupcakes from a box containing 17 cupcakes? 42769  45398 24310 36214

61 How many 4-digit numbers can be formed by using 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 without repetition of digits?
15 42 70 127

62 What is the coefficient of x9 in the expansion of (x+5)14? 5! * 14C6 14C5 54 * 14C5 34 * 11C5

63 Determine the independent term of x7 in the expansion of (3x2 + 4)12. 220 * 46 230 548* 3! 220 * 36 * 46

64 Find the coefficient of x8 in the expansion of (x+2)11. 640 326 1320 456

65 Determine the coefficient of the x5y7 term in the polynomial expansion of (m+n)12. 792 439 382 630

66

The independent term of x is 80000 in the expansion of (3x+b/x)6, where b is a positive constant. 

What the value of b?
3.97 6.87 8.3  5.2

67 Consider the recurrence relation a1=4, an=5n+an-1. The value of a64 is _________  10399  23760 75100  53700

68 What is the recurrence relation for 1, 7, 31, 127, 499? bn+1=5bn-1+3 bn=4bn+7! bn=4bn-1+3 bn=bn-1+1

69 Find the value of a4 for the recurrence relation an=2an-1+3, with a0=6. 320 221 141 65

70  The solution to the recurrence relation an=an-1+2n, with initial term a0=2 are _________  4n+7 2(1+n) 3n2 5*(n+1)/2

71

Sometimes two graphs look different but they represent the same graph, then these two graphs are 

_____________.
Adjacent Isomorphic Bipartite Planar

72

Subgraph H ( V(H), E (H) ) is called spanning subgraph of G (V(G), E(G)) if ____________. The vertex set of H is 

same as the vertex set of 

G.

The Edge set of H is 

same as the Edge set 

of G.

The vertex set of H is not 

same as the vertex set of G.

The Edge set of H is not same as the 

Edge set of G.

73  If terminal vertices are same in a walk then it is called as ___________. Open walk Path Closed walk Trail

74 __________cannot be included in a path. Walk Trail Cycle Loop

75 A closed path is called __________. Cycle Trail Walk  Open Trail

76 Any simple graph on n vertices is subgarph of __________. Discrete graph Bipartite graph Complete graph Kn Planar graph

77 In a walk an edge or vertex may be repeated____________. Only once More than once Only twice less than number of vertices

78 The number of edges in the walk (including repetition) is called _________ Trail Degree of walk Length of walk Density of walk

79 A walk in which no edge is repeated is called a ________ Trail Path Cycle Loop

80

If terminal vertices in a trail are same it is called _______, otherwise it is called ____________. An open trail, a closed 

trail
A loop, a cycle A walk, a path A  closed trail, an open trail

81 The walk in which no vertex is repeated more than once is called _________. Path Trail Cycle Loop

82 Any two paths with the same number of vertices are ________. Adjacent Isomorphic Equal Equivalent

83 If both the end vertices of an edge are same then the age is called a ______________. Adjacent Incident Loop Circuit

84

If two or more  edges have same terminal vertices then these edges are called as _____________.
Loop Incident Circuit Parallel Edges

85 A graph without loops and parallel edges is called___________graph. Planar Simple Multi Complete

86 A graph with parallel edges but not loop is called a ___________graph. Planar Simple Multi Complete

87 A graph which contains parallel edges or loops is called a ___________graph. Pseudo Bipartite Multi Complete

88

The number of edges incident on a vertex v is called _________ of vertex v, with the loop being 

counted________.
Length, Only once Degree , Only Thrice Length, Only twice Degree , Only Twice

89 A vertex with degree zero is called as ____________ vertex. Adjacent Incident Isolated Pendant

90 A vertex with degree One is called as ____________ vertex. Adjacent Incident Isolated Pendant



91 If every edge of graph G is included in a trail, then that trail is called_________. Hamiltonian trail Eulerian trail Eulerian cicuit Hamiltonian circuit

92 If every edge of graph G is included in a circuit, then that circuit is called_________. Hamiltonian trail Eulerian trail Eulerian cicuit Hamiltonian circuit

93

If a vertex set of G is same as vertex set of path P i.e. a path P spans the vertices of G, then P is said to be 

______________P of G.
Hamiltonian trail Eulerian trail Eulerian path Hamiltonian path

94 A graph containing Hamiltonian path is called_________. Hamiltonian Graph Hamiltonian Cycle Traceable Untraceable

95

If adjacent vertices are coloured differently i.e. for adjacent vertices V1 and V2, if k (V1) ≠ k(V2), then k is 

called ____________ and G is called as _______.
a proper k colouring of 

G, k- colourable

a improper k 

colouring of G, k- not 

colourable

a proper k colouring of G, k- 

not colourable

a improper k colouring of G, k-  

colourable

96 __________ of a graph G is the smallest integer k such that, G will become k-colourable. k-colouring Chromatic number Degree Spanning

97

A graph G is said to be _________ graph , if its vertex set can be partition into two sets say A and B in such 

a way that every edge of G has one end point in A and another in B.
Compund Pseudo Bipartite Multiple

98 The maximum clique size is called _________of  a graph G. degree of clique length of clique size of clique clique number

99

For every n≥3 there exist a graph Gn so that,_____________.
 χ( Gn) = 2 and w(Gn)=n

 χ( Gn) = n and 

w(Gn)=2
 χ( Gn) = n and w(Gn)=3  χ( Gn) = 3 and w(Gn)=n

100 A graph G in which pairs of edges intersect only at vertices is called _________. Simple graph Compound graph Planar Graph Pseudo graph 

101

A region bounded by vertices and edges and not containing any other edeges and vertices is called 

__________ of planar drawing of a graph.
a bounded region An area a plane a face

102

Let G be a connected planar graph with n vertices, m edeges and f faces then it satisfy, ___________.
n - m + f = 2 n + m + f = 2 n + m - f = 2 n - m - f = 2

103 A planar graph on n vertices for n≥ 3, has at most _______ edges. 2n-4 3n - 4 2n - 6 3n -6

104 Every planar graph has chromatic number____________. at most 3 at most 4 at least 3 at least 4

105

A graph is planar if and only if it does not contain a subgraph homeomorphic to either __________.
k2 or k 3,3 k2 or k 3,2 k5 or k 3,2 k5 or k 3,3

106 The_________ of a graph G is the smallest integer for which G contains a cycle on g vertices. Degree Girth Spanning Colouring

107

What does Maximum flow problem involve?  finding a flow between 

source and sink that is 

maximum

finding a flow 

between source and 

sink that is minimum

finding the shortest path 

between source and sink
computing a minimum spanning tree

108

What is the source? Vertex with no incoming 

edges

Vertex with no 

leaving edges
Centre vertex Vertex with the least weight

109  Which algorithm is used to solve a maximum flow problem? Prim’s algorithm Kruskal’s algorithm Dijkstra’s algorithm Ford-Fulkerson algorithm

110

Which idea Ford- Fulkerson algorithm use ? Naïve greedy algorithm 

approach
Residual graphs Minimum cut Minimum spanning tree

111 Under what condition can a vertex combine and distribute flow in any manner?

It may violate edge 

capacities

It should maintain 

flow conservation

 The vertex should be a 

source vertex
The vertex should be a sink vertex

112

A simple acyclic path between source and sink which pass through only positive weighted edges is 

called___________.
augmenting path critical path residual path maximum path

113 How many constraints does flow have? one three two four

114

___________ is a partition of the vertices of a graph in two disjoint subsets that are joined by atleast one 

edge.
Minimum cut Maximum flow Maximum cut Graph cut

115 _____________ separates a particular pair of vertices in a graph. line arc cut flow

116 What is the minimum number of cuts that a graph with ‘n’ vertices can have? n+1 n(n-1) n(n+1)/2  n(n-1)/2

117 In networkflow, if there is only one vertex with indegree zero, called _________. Sink Starting vertex Trerminal vertex Source

118 In networkflow, if there is only one vertex with outdegree zero, called _________. Sink Starting vertex Trerminal vertex Source

119 In a network flow, there is weight of each edge , called_____________. Flow of the edge Capacity of the edge Cut of the edge Weight of the edge

120

  Bipartite graph G= (V, E) is one in which the vertices can be properly colored using ___________.
Only one colour Only four colors Only three colors Only two colors

121 If an unsaturated path exist in a network and F* = Fij - Δ then (ui, vj) is ________. not edge in the path Forward Edge Backward Edge Augmenting path.


